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DOWN’WASH AND WAKE BEHIND PLAIN AND FLAPPED AIRFOILS
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SUMMARY

Extenske experimentalmeasurementsham been made of

the downwash angles and the wake characterietioebehind

airfoils with and un%houiflaps and the. data hare been

analyzed and correlatedm“ththe theory. A detailedstudy

UXMde of the errors inooked in applying lifting-line

theory, such as the effects of a .j%de wing chord, the

rofling~p of the trailing vortex sheet, and the wake.

The downwaehanghw,as computedjrom the theoretical

span load didribution by means of the Biot4ammt egua-

iion, were found to be in saitifactory agreementwith ~he

experimental results. The rolling-up of the trailing vor-

tex sheet muy be neglected, but the nn-ticaldisplacement of

the oartexslwetrequirtwoonsiderabn.

By the uae of a theoretical treatment indicated by

Prandtl, it haa been poseible to generalize the arailable

experimentalresults so thutprediciione can be made of the

important wake parameters in term8 of the di8tance be-

hind the airfoil trailing edge and the projlledrq coefi-

oient.

The method of applicaiwn of tlu theory to design and

thesatisfactoryagreementbetweenpredictedand experimen-

tal results when appltid to an airplane are demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

Rational tail-plane design depends on a knowledge of
the direction and the velocity of the air flow in the
region behind the wing. Numerous investigations,

both oxperirnental and theoreticrd, have been devoted
to the determination of the downwash for wings with-
out flaps. The agreement between theory and experi-

ment has, as a rule, been only partly satiefaotory, and
the oompariaons have been inadequate as bases for
generaJizationa. The existing empirical equatione for

downwash angles make allowuce neither for variations
in plan form nor for the use of flaps. Only scant atten-

tion has been given to the important problem of the
wake behind flapped wings.

As the first part of a comprehensive study of tail-
plane design, the air flow in the region behind the wing
has been studied for the purpose of developing general

nethods for predicting the dowmvash and the wake.
kluch of the -workon downwmh was concerned with the

:elation of the induced fieId in the region behind the
~.irfoilto the theoretical span load distribution and to

the corresponding vortex system. The bafi for tie
theoretical calculations is the Biot-fbart equation for
Lheinduced mlooities in a vortex field. Some of the

iata were particularly useful in investigating the rate of
rolJing-upof the trading vortex sheet.

The wake constitutes a not altogether separate
problem. Its position and the velocity distribution

Bcross it must be known in order to predict the tail
efficiency for cases in which the taiI is within it. Do-ivn-

wash and wake generally require simultaneous treat-

ment because the downwash determines the position of
the wake and the wake has, in turn, an effect on the

downwash.
The data used in this analysis were obtained mainly

in the N. A. C. A. full-rode wind tunnel with airfoils
and airplanes that -wereusually so small that the jet-
boundary corrections either were negligible or could be
accurately &pplied.

An obvious limitation of the present study, insofar as
its practical utility is concerned, lies in its neglect of
the interference from fuselage, nacelles, etc. Also

neglected is the smaLIeffect of the tail itself on the air
flow ahead of it.

EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATION

SCOPE OF THE TESTS

The airfoils, the airplane model, and the fuU-scale
airplane used in the investigation, together with a

synopsis of the downwash and the wake surveys made
in each case, are listed as follows:

1. A 5- by 30-inch rectangular Clark Y airfoil.
Downwash angles were meaeured, at three diflerent
lift coeftlcients, in the plane of symmetry. Dynamic-

pressure surveys of the wake were made in the same
plane.

2. A 10- by 30-inoh rectangular Clark Y airfoil.
Measurements were the same as for the 5- by 30-inch
airfoil.
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3. A 2- by 12-foot rectangukw Clark Y airfoil tested

without a ffap, and with the following flaps, each of
20-percent chord:

(a) 40-percent-span split flap, ~f=200and 600.

(b) 70-percent-span split flap, 3f=200and 600.
(c) Same as (b) except fora12.5-percent-sptin cut-

away at the center.

(d) l?uU-spansplit flap, 6J=Z~0 ancl“~0°, -
(e) Full-span external-airfoil flap, &=20° and 40°.
Downwash measurements were made, at three, lift

coefficients, in the plane of symmetry of the airfoil and

FIGUBE1,-The U. S. A. 46 atrfoil mounted hi ths full-scale whd tunnel and the

survey apparatus bab.hd It.

nlso in a parallel pkme one-sixth of the span from the
symmetry plane.

4. The 45.75-foot-span, 2:1 tapered U. S. A. 45 airfoil
of aspect ratio 6 described in referenm 1. Downwash
and wake measurements were made at five lift coeffi-
cients, in the plane of symmetry, and in planes 3, 8,

18,21, and 24 feet from the symmetry plane at distances
of 10, 18, and 26 feet behind the quarter-chord point.

5. A model of 12-foot span of the 2:1 tapered U. S. A.

45 airfoil. Downwash measurements were similar to
those for the 2- by 12-foot rectangular airfoil.

6. The 8- by 48-foot rectangular Clark Y airfoil
described in reference 2, Downwash and wake sur-
veys were similar h those for. the large U. S. A. 45
tapered airfoil.

7. Three 6- by 36-foot symmetrical airfoils of N. A.
C. A. 0009, 0012, “aid 00.18sectkins. Detailed measure-
ments of the wake were made at a number of longi-
tudinal stations from the trailing edge to three chord
lengths behind the airfoils.

8. A small low-wing monoplane equipped with a 5:1
tapered wing of aspect ratio 1.0. The wing has a plain

sealed flap extmding over 65 percent of the spin.

Downwash and wake measurements were made with

the tail removed, in the region of the tail phme for a
number of different lift coefficients with and without the
flap deflected.

9. A midwing airplane model equipped with u 4:1
tapered wing of aspect ratio 8. The wing has a split
flap extending over 58 percent of the spnn. Down-
wash and wake measurements were made in tho region
of the. tail plane, Pitching-moment meamrc.mcnte
were alao made with the tail at different settings and

with the tail removed.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The experimental work was conducted in the N. A. C.
A. full-scale wind tunnel (reference 3) using the survey

apparatus that is part of the equipment of the tunnel.

Figure 1, showing the survey apparatus behind the 12-

foot U. S. A. 45 airfoil, illustrates the experimental

arrangement. For the 5- by 30-inch cwd the 10- by
30-inch airfoils, the measurements were made with a
small Y-type yaw head and a Prandtl pitot tube, as

described in detail in reference 4. For all other cases,
the measurements were obtained by means of the com-
bined pitch, yaw, and dynamic-prmsure tubo shown
in detail in figure 2. Force measurements were made
by the methods described in references 2,3, and 4.

Angles of pitch and yaw are accurate b within about
+0.250.. Dynaniic-pressure measurementsme accurate

to within about +1 percent.
Air-stream angles and dynamic pressureswere meas-

ured without an airfoil in the jet, and these values were
applied in correcting all the measurermmts. Jot-
bound~ corrections were negligible for tho two small

Clark Y“”airfoils. Corrections were applied according
to reference 4 for the airfoih of 12-foot span and for
the two airplanes. For the large airfoils, the correc- —

FIGURE2.–Lfne dmwfng ahowlng mmblmd pitch, jaw, and pitd+tatlo tubeused
forthedynamk+ra.wum and the downwash aurve~

Lionsara-so large and vary so much from point to point

h the region behind the airfoil that a quantitative com-
parisonbetween the theoretical and the measured down-
wash angles was not considered advisable.

CALCULATIONOF DOWNWASH

The induced velocity at a point due to an infinitesimal
kmgth of vortex filament is given by the Biot-Savrmt
]quation, which may be written in vector notation

;_~ &-xi
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in which ~ is the induced-velocity vector at the point.
r, the strength of the vortex.

d~ a vector having the direction and length of
the infinitesimal vortex filament.

~, the vector from the ~ortax fhnent to the
point.

The integration of this e.spressionaround a semi-infinite
U-vortex of semispan s and strength r, in order to

obtain the effect at a point x, z in the symmetry plane,
leads to the following e.xprwions for the separate con-

tributions to the vertical component of the induced
velocity at this point.

due to the bound vortex.

u+=2&.?-;@(1+JS2+X2+2 )
due to the two trailing vortices.

.+.=.=:[*,(F+2+F-+2J+2+7]m

due to the U-vortex.
By means of equation (1) a computation of the down-

wash angle behind a monoplane airfoil can be made if
the load distribution, or circulation distribution, along
the airfoil is known. The wing is replaced by its lift~~
line, where the bound -rortex is considered localized,

and the vortex sheet that is shed from its trailing edge
is considered to originate at the lifting line and extend,
unchanged, to infinity. The strength I’ of the bound

vortex at any section is related to the section lift co-
.eficient cl by the equation

in which T’ is the free-stream velocity and c is the chord

length. The intensity of vorticity in the trding vortex
sheet is –dl’/dy.

In a separate paper (reference 5) are presented, for

use in tail-plane design and stability studies, the re-
sults of extensive downwaah computations based on the

foregoing idealized picture. These computations being
for wings of various aspect ratios, taper ratios, and flap
spans, it is essential to investigate the generality of the
method and to justify its application.

The validity of the foregoing concept as a foundation
for the computation of downwash angles is, indeed,

subject to objection in a number of particular, which

have been separately studied and are discussed in the
folIowing sections. The cases of wings without and
with flaps are separately treated.

WINGS WITHOUT FLAPS

Flow about an airfoil section,-h obvious objection

-to the proposed method of calculation is that a vortex
.at the lifting line is an inexact substitution for the

m142--i+l3

actual airfoil. In order to investigate the order of
magnitude of the discrepuq, the theoretical two-

dimensional flow about a Clark Y airfoiI at CL= 1.22
was obtained by a confornd transformation of the

. ..—.

-..
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FIGURE3.—Theoretlml downwash-angle mntonrs for tmdfmenskmal flow about a

Clark 1“alrfofl wctfon. q 6.43°; CL, 1.23.

flow about a circIe. The transformation was effected
by the method of Theodorsen (reference 6); the Clark
Y airfoil was chosen because much of the experimental .—
work w-asdone with Clark Y airfoils and aIso because

the transformation had already been partly performed

=-------
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FIGURE4.—Theoretical downwash-angle mntonrs for a mrtex In a uniform stream

(two-dimensional flow). Vortex strength corresponds ta CL-1.22.

in reference 6 for this section. Four complex Fourier
coefficients were used, -which,inasmuch as they sufliced
to transform the circle with good accuracy into the

Clark Y section, necessarily sticed to transform the
flow at distances from it.

The results are plotted as downwash+mgle contoum
in Qure 3. Comparison with the corresponding map
for an equivalent vortex placed at the quarter+hord

point (@g. 4) shows that, at a distance of about one _
chord length behind the trding edge, the difbrence is

less than 0.3°. It appears reasonable to assume that
the difference wouId be of this order for other airfoils.
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The conclusiveness of this result may be open to
question inasmuch as the actual flow about an airfoil

section ordy approximates the potential flow, owing to
the finite viscosity of air; the difference is probably

FIOIXII 5.-Theoretieal downwash-m.ule wntmzrs for twodbnemtoti flow about a
Clark Y alrfoll Wton. a, -6.6fi CL,O.

slight, however, except– in the vicinity of the wake

itself.
Figure 5 shows the theoretical stream a.ngleaC~CU-

lated for the Clark Y airfoil at zero lift. The simplified

theory for this case predicts zero downwash at every

point in the field; and it can be seen that, at one chord
length behind the trailing edge, the differmce from

zero is small.
Distortion of the trailing vortex sheet.—The shed

vortex sheet does not extend unaltered indetitely
downstream but, as a result of the tiirmotions that the
vork sYstem itaeIf creates, is rapidly displaced do~-

Qw -fw -chw o’ Ihe

Posit ions of

Vortex shed

FmurrE 6.–Isometrio drawing showtng the U. S. A. 45 afrfotl and the dfstortsd
tmiling vortex sheet. C& 1.36.

ward and deformed. It curves into a channel of cons-
tantly increasing depth and distends ropidIy m it

proceeds to roll up like a volute about the tip-vortex
cores.

It is essential to know the rate at which &s tr&for-

mation occurs, for the difference in the tail-pIane region

between the downwash computed for the unchanged
vortex sheet and that for the completely roiled-up sheet
is of the order of 20 yercent: The surveys behind the
large U: S. A. 45 tapered airfoil are of particular interest
in this ~spect, because they were sufhciently extensive

to give quantitative information on the rolling-up proc-
ws. For this purpose, the case of the highwt lift coefli-

cient (CL= 1.35) will be discussed, not only because the
greater magnitude of the measured pitch and yaw
angles increases the rdative accuracy of the study but

also because the distortion of the vortex shed-at the

rermnost sfivey plane (26 feet behind the quart~r-
chord line) represents the maximum distortion that will
have to be considered in practical computations of
downwash behind plain wings. The bases for this
statement are: (a) the aspect ratio is about the mini-

mum in common use; (b) the lift coefficient is quite.
high, in fact, nearly the maximum for this airfoil; and

(c) the 26-foot survey pkme is considerably farther

.3

&k”*

$’,

0 5
Disfunce%om cen2r line, f?

25

FIQURE7.—Experbnental span load Wtrtbutlon for the U. S. A. M drfotl. Q 1.35.

bebind the trailing edge than is the usual position of the
tail p~an.~..

F@+ 6 shows the shape of the airfoil and tlm posi-
tions of the 10-foot- and the 26-foot survey planes,
Figure 7 shows the span load distribution for C.=1 .35,

experimentally determined by means of pressureorifices
in the airfoil surface (reference 1). Figures 8 and 9
show Wurveys in the 10-foot and the 26-foot planes,

respectively, the vectom reprwenting by magnitudo
and direction the inclination of the air flow to the tumcd
axis. In order to avoid confusion, vectors are not
shown h alI points where readings were taken.

The line of intersection of the traiIing vortex sheet
with the plane of the survey has been indicated in the
figures; it is the line across which there is an abrupt
change in the lateral component of the velocity. It is

SISOthe line where the wake intersects the survey

phme, as was verified by the dynamic-pressure surveys.
The circles indicating the positions of the tip-vortex
cores are somewhat more arbitrarily located; they am

points that appear to be the approximate centers of
rotation of the air flow near them.
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Rolling-up of the trailing vortex sheet, —It was

possible to determine from the. surveys the extent of

rolling-up of the sheet at each survey plu.ne, From

Stokes’ theorem, the total strength of the vorticity r
within an area S’ may be determined by inte.grat.ing
the tangential component of the velocity along the
boundary C of the area, Thus, in the usun] vector
notation,

f’r=f’d VJX= ~.d;

c

where dA- and d; are, respectively, vector elements of
area and of boundary, and ~’ is the velocity ~-ector.

IQTOW,the circulation around the airfoil. at, say, 18

feet from the center is known from the experimented

span load distribution and the air speed. This circu-
lation constitutes the amount of ~orticity thtit must

be shed from the trailing edge. between this point and
the airfoil tip. If the trailing vortex sheet extended

unchanged indefinitely downstream, the value of

$
~.d~ along any path that enclosed the edge of the

sheet and cut the sheet 18.feet from the c@er~ as, for

example, the path SWQR in figure 9; should equal this
circulation. Owing to the rolling-up,. ~owelrer, the
amount of vorticity within such a path exceeds this

amount, especially when the point at which the path
cuts the sheet is well back of. the trailing edge. The
excess indicates the extent of the rolling-up.

Such integrations were performed along tile rec-
tangular paths shown in figures 8 and 9. The integra-

tion along these paths is particularly simple, for, nloug
the vertical sides, ~.d~= IT sin 8 dr and, along tile
horizontal sides, ~.d;= 17sin # ok, where 8 nnd 4 me

the experimentally determined pitch and yaw mgles,
V is the local air speed, and dr is the length of the path
element.

From these integrations it was found that, at 10
fee~.behind the quarter-chord line, the total vorticity

in the area of integration was 1.024 as much m the

circulation around the airfoil at the 18-foot station;

whereas, at 26 feet behind the quarter-chord line, it
was 1.13. as much. These values correspond, respec-

tively, to the circulations th~t existed on the airfoil

at 17.2 feet and 14.3 feet from the center. It follows
that the vortex sheet leaving the trailing edge rolls up

at such a rate that, in the first survey plane, the vor-
ticity originally between 17.2 feet and the edge has ml]
been concentrated between 18 feet and the tip; and, ~

the rear survey plnne, the part origindy outboard of

14.3 feet has been concentrated between 18 feet and
the tip. Integrations about the inner parts of the

vortex sheet showed, as expected, that the inner part,
lost as much vorticity as tho tip gained.

The rest of the sheet must distend corr~pondingly.
Thus, the portion extending origimdly between the cen-
ter and 14.3.feet from the center has, at the 26-foot

survey plane, become so distended. that it reaches tu

18 feet. Further evidence on this distention is found
in the surveys made in the vertical line 8 feet from the

center (figs. 8 and 9). The rate of outward displnce-
rnent of the vortex filaments 8 feet from tlio center is”
roughly given by the average of the yaw angles just
above and just below-the sheet. M the 10-foot and tho
26-fooL survey pkmes, these average nngks are 2.5° nnil

3.5°, respectively. The mean along the path being thus

nbout &md the length of the path being about 19 feet.,
it follows that a vortex fihlment leaving t-ho trailing

edge 8 feet from the center has moved out to tiboutt
8+19 tiin 3° = 9. feett from the center by the time it
reach~the rmrmost survey plane. Tho ptit.hsof this

filament, the flament leaving the trailing edge 14.3
feet from the center, and the tip-vortex core have been

indicated in figure 6, The surveys in the symmetry
plnne and in the line 3 feet from it are of uncert~~inin-

terpret;~ion, because tlm pressure-orifice measure-
ments showed anomalous Iift distribution near tl.~o

center of the airfoil.
It “riiiij be remarliccl that, although the distortion

and distention found are not inconsiderable, the rolling-

up process, by which the vorticity is evontunlly concen-
trated into a pair of tip vortices, appears to be still far
from complete. This result is evident from the position
of the tip-vortex core, located at the approximate center
of rotation of the air flow near the tip. It has moved in

ordy to .96 percent of the sernispan whereas, for com-
plete rolling-up, it would be at 7.8percent of the scmi-
span. “Figure 10 shows similar survoya behind the tip
of the 8- by 48-foot Clark Y airfoil. For complete roll-
ing-up, the tip vortex would be tit about 87 percent. of

the semispan, whereas the survey shows it ulmost tit
the tip.

Further evidence of the displacement of the tip-
vortes core is found in the photographs obtuincd in
smoke-flow studies and reproduced in figure 11. The
visible flows were obtained with kerosene vapor flowing
past the tip of the tapered half-wing mounted on a re-
flecting board. The core of the tip vortex is easily dis-

cerned as far back in the mouth of the exit bell ns can

be seen, n total distance .of about 50 feet. _This vi@
method was not capable of yielding quantitative re-

sults although, qunlitat.ively, it was clear thnt tho in-

ward displacement of the tip-vort ox core vms small.

Kaden’s theoretical calculations (reference 7) indi-
cate tl@ the rolling-up process is not complete until a

distance of 0.56~/CL semispans behind the trnihg
edge of the airfoil. For a lift coefficient CLof 1.35 and

an aspect ratio A of 6, this value is 2.5 se.mispnns,or
about four times as far back as is the usual location
of tk tail. It-rnay be remarked thut, in fifuttray’s
work (reference .8), the rolling-up, as determined by
the inward displacement of the tip-vortex core, was
found to be slower than is given by the foregoing

expression,
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DOWNWASHAND TAKE BEH [ND

The effect of rolling-upon the downwash.-It will be
recalled that, in the tentative scheme for calcuhiting

clownwash angles, the trailing vortex sheet is assumed
to originate at the Liftingline and to extend unchanged

to infinity. The question now aria as to bow seriously

such rolhg-up, distortion, and distention of the trailing
vortex sheet as were found in the preceding study

affect the accuracy of the results computed on this

.. . ———

I

PLAIN .4ND FLAPPED AIRFOILS

basis. For purposes of comparison,

185

calculations were

made of the-do-rewash angl& in the symmetry plane

at a distance of 1.15 eemispans behind the quarkr-
chord line (corresponding to the rearmost survey plane

b&ind the U. S. ~, 45 airfofl) using the theoretical

span Ioad distribution for a 2:1 tapered airfoil of aspect
ratio 6, for the following cases (fig. 12):

I

(a), ON, (o), (rf)-m~= *w@ tip VO~X CO~fimfu nt w ~g tbe @ m~fm do-am- Plfi W* wlt~ut fiP.
(c)–WW= of flow at tip of the wing wfth 0.23chdl-epen .@ft flap deSected W. (f)–View shewfng flow at tho tlp of a partfal+n splft Sap.

Frsuru Il.-smoke-flow pktures for the U. S. A. M ta~d afrfofl in the full-wale wfnd tnrmel. Wing rerthl.
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(a) The vortex sheet. assumed to be distorted and

rolled up to the same extent as found at the remmost
survey plane in the foregoing study and to exist in this
state from the wing to infinity. The actual vortex
sheet, of course, is distorted less than this amount
ahead of this position and more than this amount

behind this position. It is very diflicult to take this

variation into account in the calculations, however,

.5

consists of a relative verticaI displacement. Thus,
curve c, which is the samQ as b but Shifted ~er-

tically by an amount equal to the displacement of the
center of the curved sheet, does not differ from that
for a by more than 10 in the region of interest anti

differs from it hardly at all at small distances above the

wake. For low-wing or midwing monopkmes, tho
tail will usualIy be at small distances above the wake
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and the error involved in assuming the distortion to be
uniform appears to be negligible.

(b) The vortex sheet assumed to be neither dis-

torted nor rolled up but to extend straight behind the
quarter-chord line to intlnity.

The curves in figure 12 &ow the corresponding

downwash angles, calculated for CL=l .35, plotted
against vertical distance from the level of the quarter-

chord line. The curve for b is distinctly separate
from that for a. Most of the .difFerence,however,
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brbfnd the cmerter-ohord llrMof the % by 48-footClerk Y alrfoll.
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and the downwash computed as for c will therefore,

for. these cases, correspond to the acturd distorted
vortex sheet. Furthermore, it wiLIbe recnlled tlmt the
present example is very nearly a limiting, if not an

exaggerated case; for the more usual conditions, the
distortion will be much less, and the difl’erencebetween

a and c.will be negligible.
The following conclusion is thus reached: In the com-

putation of downwaeh angles behind phh airfoils, it is
usually sufficiently accurate to neglect the dist.cnt.icmof

the vortex sheet and to take into account the distortion
simply by considering the entire vortcs sheet to bo

displaced vertically by an amount equal to the displace-
ment d..the center line of the actual distorted sheet.
This displacement, in turn, is readdy calculated, for the
center Iine pass= through the trailing edge and moves
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downward with the dowmvash itself. Its inclination
at every point is the downwash angle c at that point;

hence the vertical displacement from the trailing edge
is given simply by the expression

J;Etan edx
. .

Influence of the wake.—The wake, which is the
rearward extension of the boundary layer and which

FIGCEE14.—Downwash-angle contours in the symmetry @M behind the Bfoot

U. 8. A. 46 @wred alrfcdL a, lLtF; CL, LliK

caincides with the trailing vortex sheet, atlects the
motion of the air in its vicinity. There is a flow of air
toward the wake center, rIswill be obvious on consider-

ing that the velocity in the wake incrmsw with distance
from the trailing edge, requiring that the stream lines
con-mrge. The effect therefore consists of an increase
in the downwash abcrre the wake and a decrease in the

downwash beIow it.
Some indication as to the magnitude of the effect for

airfoils without flaps may be obtained from the surveys
made in the symmetry plane behind the 8- by 48-foot
Clark Y airfoil. The dynamic pressuns and the down-
wash angles in the wake region are plotted in figure 13
for five dithwentlift coeflhim”ts. The effect at the two
lowest lift coeflicienti is too small to be detected. At
the next two lift coefficients (CL= 1.02 and 1.44), the

downwash above the -wakeexceeds that below it; but
no quantitative information on the wake effect can be

obtained from these data, because the distortion of the
vortex sheet also contributes a dissymmetry of the
same order of magnitude. The curve for the partly

stalled wing (CL= 1.35) shows an effect amounting to

several degrees.
Theoretical calculations of the wake effect on down-

wash based on the -wakedescription presented in a later
section of this report have been made. They indicate,
in agreement with these data, that the maximum effect

of the wake on the downwash angle at the tail is about

0.2° for unstalled plain wings. For wings with high-
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drag flaps or for partly stalled wings, the effect maybe

ten times as great. Details of these calculations will
be given after the discussion of the wake equations.

Sweepback and dihedral.-Wiigs with sweepback
introduce some complication into the theory, since the
component vortices for such a case do not have the

simple rectangular U-shape. Some computations made
for a wing with a normal amount of sweepback showed
the efTect to be~much too small to require considera-
tion. The lifting line may therefore be assumed to be

perpendicular to the symmetry phne and to pass
through the quarter+hord point of the root section.

Dihedral has an indirect effect on the downwash in
that it gives the trading vortex sheet an initial distortion
which, howevar, is usually smalI. Thus, for the U. S. A.

45 tapered airfoil, the shed vortex sheet leaves the trail-

ing edge with an initial clihedml of about 3.5°, thereby
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airfofl and the equivalent stepwise dlstrilmtIon used In the downwash mknlations.

Ch 1.17S.

contributing only about one-fifth of the total distortion
found in the rearmost survey plane.

Span load distribution.-It maybe pointed out that,
in order to carry out a computation of the downwash

tingles,it millusually be necessary to use the theoretical
span load distribution as derived, for smmple, by the
method of Glauert (reference 9) or of Lotz (reference

10). The theoretical span load distribution thus derived
corresponds closely to the actual distribution, provided
that the sMoil has a reasonably I@h aspect ratio - __

and rounded tips, although its accuracy in the neighbor-
hood of &continuities in either chord or angle is ques- --.’..,.

tionable.
Sample calculation of downwash and comparison

with experiment,-It may be desirable to illustrate by

an example the computation of the downwash angles

behhd an airfoil and to show, by comparison with
experiment, the accuracy of the results. The tixperi-

mental downwash-angle contour map (fig. 14) for the
12-foot tapered airfofi at c== 1.175 was chosen for the
comparison.

For the theoretical curve of span Ioad distribution ________

(&. 15), an approximately equivalent, stepwise dis-
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FIOERri16.-Theoretknl und[splaoad downwhmgle mntoura and tbe canter-of
the dfsp]d VO~X sheet. The l>foot U. S. .A. 46 tmsred tifoL I% 1.175.
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tributicm k substituted. A vortex of strength given

by the amount of the rise is considered to be shed at
each step, and the clownwash az@s are computed for
points in the symmetry plane by means of equation (l).

.4f I I I -. I 1 T--l~- 1 t I I 1 1 I 1

.,-4 , I 1 1 I1 1
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I I r
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of kes-stresro dynerdo wessrue.

It is assumed here that the trailing vortices extend

unchanged inddnitely downstream. The resulting
down-wash-angle contour map is shown in figure 16.
Distorting this map so that the center line goes through

the trailing edge and has, at every point, an inclination
equal to the downwash angle at that point, leads to the
map of figure 17, which is now to be compared with the

experimental map (fig. 14). It will be seen that the
-W1424G14
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agreement is, on the whole, satisfacto~, particularly
in the region where the tail plane is usually located,
namely, about 0.75 semispan back. The following

discrepancies may be noted:
1. The theoretical downwash angle approaches 7.8°

on the center line at huge distances, whereas the experim-
ental downwash angle has already dropped to 7° at
two semispans back and appears to be still decreasing
rapidly with distance. This difference, as was shown
by computation, is due to the distortion of the vortex
sheet into a channel, the depth of which is about 0.4

semispan. It may be remarked that, for complete
rolling-up, with the two halves of the trailing vortex

sheet concentrated at their centroids, the dovcmvash
angle would be 5.0° in this region.

2. There is a dissymmetry in the experimental down-

wash map at the farther distances behind the airfoil

68
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FIGCBE21.—\”ertetkm of mrrdmurn downwssb sngk fn the symmetry cds.ne wItb

CL for the 2-by Wfoot Clerk Y sfrfofl.

in that the angles decrease faster below the maximum

than above it. This dissymmetry is also due to the -”
deformation of the sheet, as may be seen by referring
to curve a of figure 12.

3. There is a region of large downwash angles above
the center Iine, just behind the airfoil. This character-

istic is predicted by airfoil-section theory and may be
observed, for example, in the theoretical flow about the

C?IarkY section (&. 3).
Other less complete comparisons between theoretical

and experimental downwash angka are given in figure

18, where the maximum theareticaI and experimental

downwash angles are plo$ted against longitudinal posi-
tion. The agreement is Sa.tisfacbmy,although the ex-

perimental downwash angles are somewhat larger than
the theoretiodexcept wherethedistortion and the rolling-
up of the vortex sheet become considerable, as for the
10- by 30-inch airfoil at C~=O.91. Figure 19 shows
experimental downwash-angle contour maps for the
2- by 12-foot airfoil at two lift coefficients. Figure 20

shows similar contour maps for the 5-by 30-inc.hairfoil
and also shows the wake. This @me is of particular
interc&, for it shows clearly that the downwash maxima

lie slightly above the wake.
If it is assumed that, for a wing without twist, the

span load distributions (or circulation distribution) are

similar at aIIangk of attack, it foIIom that downwash
shouId be proportional to the Iift coefficient. Examples
of the proportionality between downwash and Iift

coefficient are shown in figure 21.
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WINGS WITH FLAPS

Provided that the span load distribution is known, the
downwash may be computed for a flapped wing just as

for a pla~ wing. It must be recognized, however, thtit
the inaccuracies discussed in the preceding sections,

which were concluded h have relatively small effect for
plain wings, here acquire increased importance.

The wake, in particular, is many tirmwstronger than
that for a plain wing, and its eflect in increasing the

downwash angles near its upper border and decreasing
them near its lower border is much more pronounced.
Figure 22 shows the wake profiles and the corresponding
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downwash-angle plcts in the plane of the elevator hinge
line behind the low-wing monoplane with flaps down.

The effect mentioned is seen to be considerable near the
middle of the wake but is smrJIoutside the wake. For
comparison, similar pIots for the wing with flaps up are

shown in figure 23.
In figure 24, the msdmum theoretical and experi-

mental down-wash angIes are plotted against longitu-
dinal position for two cases of the 2- by 12-foot airfoiI

with ffl-span flaps. The excess of the experimental

over the theoretical matium downwash is approxi-
mately accountid for by the wake effect, as will be
shown in a later section of this report. The experi-

mental downwash-angle contour maps for these two
cases are given in figures 25 and 26.
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The deformation of the trailing vortex sheet for the
case of partial-span flaps is also much more extensive

than for the plain wing. Such distortion is indicated
by the survey shown in figure 27, made in the vertical ., .

plane containing the elevator hinge lhm, behind the
low-wing monoplane with flaps down. The trailing

-i-ortex sheet has been swept down sharply between
the flap tip and the center. The origin of this pe-
culiar deformation will be obvious on considering

the direction of rotation of the flap-tip and the wing-
tip vortices.

Data with which to study separately the foregoing

influences are limited, and an exhaustive discussion of
their effeots is therefore not w-armnted. It appears
likely, in view of the study for the plain wing, that no

large discrepancy need be e.spected between the actual

downwash angIes and those computed by the previously

described method, unless the flap span is inordinately
small

Calculation of downwash angles,—The theoretical

downwash angles maybe computed by the method that
was given for plain wings,using the theoretical span load
distribution, which, in these cases, consists of two parts,
that for the plain wing and that for the ffap. The flap _______

contributions were calculated by the method of refer- _.

ence 10, sufbient data from Iift measurements being
avadable in each case to furnish the variabIes needed

for the computation.
It maybe desirable to state more explicitly the basis

for the computation of the downwash increments due

to flaps. The relative change in lift distribution on
lowering a flap is nearly independent of the angle of

attack, and the absoIute chsmge in the section lift
coefficient c1 at any section is approximately propor-
tional to the total increase in the wing lift coefficient

C.r The resultant loading and the resultant vortex

system are therefore the sums of those of the plain wing
at the given angle of attack and those due to the flap,

which are proportional to CLI. The resliking down-

wash is, correspondingly, the sum of that of the plain
wing at the given attitude and that due to the flap, the

flap component again being proportioned to CL,. The

vertical displacement of the center line of the down-

m.sh-sngle pattern is similarly additive.

In these span-loading calculations, the Fourier coefh-
cients for the chord distribution were found by Pear-

son’s system (reference 11) and the Fourier coefficients
for the angIe distribution were found by the usual

method of integration. Ten terms of the series for the
loading were used except in the case of the flap with the

center cutaway, for which 20 terms were used. ~
reasonable number of terms does not sui3ice to give
the shape of the loading curve very close to the edge of
a flap; the curve is therefore more or k arbitrarily
drawn in this region, the main condition being that it

be vertical at the position of the flap tip.
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Sample calculation for flapped wings and comparison
with experiments,-Figures 28 to 30 illustrate steps
in the downwash-angle calculation for the case of the
2- by 12-foot airfoil with 70-percent-span split flap at

CL= 1.85. The lift coefficient consists of two parts,

Q= 1.16 sad C~r=0.69; the corresponding two cort-

tributione to the span load distribution are shown in

figure 28. The corresponding downwash-angle pat-
terns, neglecting distortion or displacement of the shed

.CL.-’1.16
.’

2

, -% - Q69
b> — \CU*
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Distance fm mfw fine, semkpun

FIGcrtB ?&.-Contrlbutkms of plnfn w iog and of Rnp to span load dktrilmthr on

tbr > by I.!&footClsrk 1“ afrfoll w ith 7tk~reent-span split SBSI. df, ~; CL-, 1.10;

CL1,0.09.

vortex sheet, are shown in figure 29. Adding these

two contour maps and shifting the center line so that
its inclination equals the. @wnwmh .tmgle at every

point gives the contour map shown in iigure 30, which
is now to be compared with the ~~perimentaldownwash-
rmgle contour map shown in @e 3I (a). The dis-
agreement between the two is not large and is quanti-
tatively attributable to the wake effects, m will appear
later.

Figure 31 contains experimental downvrash-angle
contour maps, in the symmetry phmes, for the 2- by
12-foot airfoil with 40-percen&span and 7&percent-

span split flaps and with the 70-percent-span split
flap having a 12.5-percent-epan cutaway at the center.
In figure 32, the maximum downwssh angle is plotted

against the longitudimd position and compared with
the computed values. The difference between the

experimental and the theoretical values may be ascribed
to two effects: that of the wake, which increases the
downwash;. and that of the roiling-up, which, aIthough
insignificant for plain wings, appreciably reduces the
downwash for shor~span flaps. Thus, for the 70-
percent flap, the first effect predominates (fig. 32 (a));
whereas, for the 40-percent flap at the higher lift
coefficient, the second effect predominates (@. 32 (c)).

A discrepancy of the order of 4“ exists in the case
of the 70-percent flap with the cutaway at the center.
Agreement can hardly be expected, however, for there
is IittIe justification in using the lifting-line theory to

calculate the span load distribution near a cutaway
that is smaller than the wing chord or in assuming
that the vortex sheet shed from the region of the cut-
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away would not be thoroughly-distorted after a very
short distance. This case is of. less practical impor-

tance than might be supposed, because the added lift

due to a flap appears to be cmried across the fuselage
even though the flaps themselves may end at the
wing-fuselage juncture.

DOWNWASH BEHIND STALLED AIRFOILS

The matter of downwash behind stalled airfoils is of
importance from consideratioti of stability rmd con-

trol at the stal The avaiI&bledata for such cases are
limited; hence an extensive treatment of the subject is
not possible. A discussion based on that for un-

stalled airfoils and in agreement-with the small amount

of clata available may, however, be useful.

The subject-divides itself naturally into two parts,

depending on whether the wing stalk at the tips or nt

the center. The effects of strollingon downwash fdl
roughly under two heads: (a) efl’ects of the strong
wake, and (b) effects of the change in the span load
ciistribution.

For a wing stdIed at the tips, the span lowl distri-

bution may be compared with thut for a wing with a
partial-span flap as shown, for example, in figure 28, .
where the edge of the flnp corrcsiponds h the edge of
the low-lift stalled region. The downwmh in the
region of the tail will therefore, for a given lift coeffic-

ient, be greater for the stalled wing than for the un-
stalled wing, because a substtintialpmt of the vorticity

that, for the unstalled wing, leaves the wing at tlm tip,

now leaves at the edge of the staIled region,
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.AIIexample of this effect will be noted when the mid-

wing model is discussed. The wing being highly
tapered, the stall in this case progresses inward from
the tips. After the tips begin to stall, the lift remains

nearly constant with increase in angle of attack and,

correspondingly, so does the theoretical dowmvash
(as computed for the unstded wing]. The experi-

mental dowmvashl for the reasan just given, con-

tinues to increase as the edge of the stalled region
moves inward.

Wings with low taper ratio, or with washout, will
stall first at the center. In addition to the change in

the vortex distribution, corresponding to the change in

& ngifud/nal disfance fk-quurf~c-~ord fine, semisv

<8) The 70-percent-spsn eplit tip; (b) The 4C-wrcent-spsn .spIlt flsp;

CL, 1..S5. c& 1.02.

<c) Ths 4Gpmsnt-s~n split flaw (d) The 7@ment-span @ J18pwith

CL, 1.6s. 12.bpercent*psn cutaway at center:

c& 1.18.

lICtCEE S2-Com@eon of dmrlated and ex@mentsl downwssh behhd the Z-

by IMoot Clsrk Y rdrfoll with partlsl-span spUt tips at vsrtoos Uft ooefflckntr.

8,, W.

spnn load distribution, the presence of the wake close to
.or pnssing over the tail is an important factor. The
wake is very wide, but the position of its center cam

probably be predicted with fair accuracy from the span
load distribution by the process previously described.
b wilJbe e-xplainedin a inter section, the center of the
wake leaws the wing, not nt the trailing edge, but at a
point nbout (c/2) sin a above the trading edge. In

generrtl, when a wing stalls at the center, the cmtir of

the wnke moves upward. If the stall is gradual, this

.&placement w-W be small; if the lift drops sharply

across the center of the wing, the vortices rolling off
at the edge of the stalled portion will rotate in such a
sense as to contribute an upward motion to the wake.

The curve of figure 13 for the Clark Y airfoil at a = 17.6°
illustrates this effect. It will be seen that both the
middle position of the wake and the mean downwash
mgle in the wake me approximnteIy the same as for

~= 1.4°, Slthough the liftcofi&nt is three times as

much. The iigure also demonstrates the other chnr-
ncteristic of the air flow near a strong wake; namely,

that, because of the flow of air into the wake, the down-
wash above i.t is iucreased, while that below it is de-
creased. The effect in this case amounts to about 3°

or 4°.

WAKE

The”wake maybe defied ns the region behind a wing
in which the drag due to skin friction nppears as a de-
creased total pressure. Bernoulli’s equation does not
apply within it, for there is a gradient in dynnmic pres-
sure, wherens the static prwmre is almost constant.

Owing to turbdent mixing at its boundariw, the wake
widens -with increasing distance downstream and at

the same time becomes less intense. Far behind the

wing, the wake becomes so thoroughly diffused with the
surrounding stream that its presence can no longer be
observed. Typical distributions of dynamic pressure

in the wnke are shown in figure 33.
Calctiations for takmrface design require a kno-wl-

edge of the wake location, with reference to the tnil,
and of the -wakedimensions. It will be shown that the
wake location is dependent on the &foil lift and that
the wake dimensions are functions of the profile drag
and essentially independent of the lift.

LOCATION OF THE WAKE

The wake behind a wing has been shown (figs. 8, 9,
and 27) to coincide with the trailing vortex sheet.
This coincidence is due to the common origin of the wake
and the vortex sheet at or near the trnil.ingedge of the “
wing and their equal freedom to move in the induced-

velocity field behind the wing. It has previously been
shown that the verticsJ displacementth of the vortex
sheet from an origin at the trailing edge is given ~th

satisfactory accuracy by
.-

h=s;Etan6&..
for the cases of wings without flBpsat low and moderate
lift coficients. The nec~sity for an accurate knowl-

edge of the vertical location of the wake requires that
further consideration be given to the case of flapped “. ___

wings and wings at lift coefficients at and above the
std.

Difficulties in determining the vertical location of
the wake for the aforementioned cases arise, tit, in

establishing the vertical location of the origin of the ..-
wake at the trailing edge and, second, in evaluating the

errors introduced by the assumptions made in comput-

ing the height of the vortex sheet. The simplified

trailing-vortex system that has been shown to give
satisfactory accuracy in dowmvash-angle computations
may lead to somewhat huger errors in estimating the
wake location.
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From the experimental flap data avdable, it was not

possible to isolate the discrepancies with the theory
caused by improper choice of the vm.keorigin from those

due to the use of the simplified trailing-vortex system.
It was therefore neces.sag to resort to an empirical
method that fits the experimental data for full-span

flaps with considerable accuracy. For the cases of

partial-span flaps at high Iifts, the wake will generally

. .

(c)

(a) A flopped alrfoll.

(b) .4 completely stalled airfo!i.
(0) A @y steiled airfoil.

FIGUEE?A-St.reamf.ines IUustrathw the orfsfn of the * h fipped ~ s~~
drfofk.

be slightly above the values given by the empirical
expression.

For a wing with a ddlected flap, it is apparent that

the origin of the vortex sheet and the wake is below the
original traiIing edge of the wing. Inasmuch as the
flow over the upper surface and that over the trailing

edge of the deflected flap are separated by a distance
equal to about Cf sin ~r (fig. 34), it was assumed as a
first approximation that the wake has this thickuess at
the trailing edge with the center at a distance of
(cr/2) sin 6$below the original trailing edge. With this

assumption of the position of the wake center and the
further assumption that the wake was deflected behind

J
z

the wing by an amount equal to tan 6dz, a large
T.E.

number of comparisons were made with available experi-

mental data on the wake location behind flapped wings.
ii systematic discrepancy between the theoretical and

the experimental values was noted that was primarily a
function of the flap deflection. The type of flap (split,
plain, or external-airfoil) appeared to be of onIy second-
my importance and has therefore been neglected.
values of ii, which is the correction factor for the loca-
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tion of the wake origin at the trailing edge, are given
in figure 35. Positive values of k indicate downward

displacements.
The location of the wake origin behind a flapped

wing tith reference to the original (flap up) trailing

edge of the wing is thus given as

h= (cf/2) sin af+kc+
J

‘ tan Edx
T.11

Owing to the relatively slow change in ~with distange
behind the wing, a graphicaI integration of tan c dz may
readiIy be performed. The values of e are obtained

from downwash-engle charts, such as figures 16 and 29.

When the wing stalls, the downwash at the wing
center may be either increased or decreased depending
on whether the wing stalls first at the tips or at the

center. The center of the wake in the region of the

trailing edge of a section is always raised, however,
when the section either prtrtly or completely stalls.

.-

k

-.

-.

0 40 m
61deg.

FKGUEEW:—Plot of Iaetm k for correction to the vertkel PosItlon of the wake orlgifi
at the treflfng edge of a wing with a flap.

For cases in which the section is partly stalled (fig.

34 (c)) the wake center maybe raised an amount equal

to (c,/2) sin a, in which c, is the length of the wing
chord over which the separation occurs. For a com-

pletely staIIed wing, c, approximately equals c. The
foregoing approximations for location of the center of
the wake with reference to the trailing edge of an
unfiapped wing have shown satisfactory agreement
with the e~perimental data.

For the case of a flapped wing at the stall, the wake
center will be raised ebove the trailing edge by an
amount equal to (cS/2) sin a and, owing to the flap, will

be lowered by an mount equal to (c~/2) sin araothat the
resultant displacement of the origimmay be obtained as

the algebraic sum of these two terms.
The wake displacement behind the wing depends “”

directiy on the downvvash. It is not to be expected,
therefore, that the wake location for a stalled wing may
be predicted with great accuracy unless the exact nature
of the stall is known and the change in the load distri-

bution due ta the stall is taken into account.
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WAKE DIMENSIONS

The profile drag of an airfoiI section maybe approxi-
mately equated to the 10SSof momentum in the wake,

as shown by Betz (reference 12) by the equation

dQ=PJ:= U(U–U) d~

in which U iE the velocity in the free stream and u is

the local velocity in the wake. At distances behind the

airfoil comparable with the tail-plane location where the
static pressure in the wake has reached that of the free
stream, the momentum equation may be approximated

by the more elementary expression

, . o=yy-k)”

-ii-

: (2)

in which c~Ois the section profile-drag coefficient, q/q. is

the ratio of the dynamic presswe in the wake to-that

in the free stream, and B is the wake width. Experi-
mental investigations have shown excellent agreement

with this expression even for the cases of wings with
flaps (reference 13).

The wake may be completely described by the width
B, the loss of dynamic pressure at the wake center Aq,
and the shape of the wake protie.

Aa an aid in generalizing the results, the fobving
nondimensional ratios have been adopted:

~= dynamic-pressure low at center line of wake, &
dynamic pressure in free stream !ZO

=l_: .

1 wake width B
~‘~ wing chord’~

~ =distance behind trail@g edge.of w@, ~
wmg chord c

In a. theoretical analysis of the wake behind a two-
dirnensional body, assuming the twbule@ -g
length to be proportional to @. wake w@h Prmdfl
(reference 14) has. indicated the following relations:

p%%:

b
~xc+

t

These proportionalities have been investigated by

means of the experimental datgy The wake widths for
the three symmetrical airfoils at zero lift are plotted
against distance.from the wing trailing edgqin &me 36.
The curves are all parabolic, as indicated by the Prandtl

expression. The origin is shifted to &= –0.15, which is
to be expected, owing to the already finite boundmy-
layer width at the wing trailigg edge, In figure 37 is
shown the vmiation of the wake width 2f with cd. for

a fixed value of g (G4 .5). The predicted proportion-

ality with C%iis verified, for the test points may be

fitted to a parabola, the equation of which is f=O.89

cdOi.

Froin the same test data, corresponding values of the
relative losses in dynamic pressure at the wake center

.201 “.:,. -. , . .- -. -.

I 1 1 t r I 1 I

-m I
-l’~--------?E. I > *

Disfonce behind i%oilihgedge,(,&or> lengths “

Fmurur 3&—IIIuetratlone of parabolio rhtion betvman wake wtdth and distanea

imhind the treiling edge.

v are plotted against cd, (fig. 38); the predicted propor-

tionality of q with c~n~is again substmtiated, Tho

variation in ~ with distance from the trailing edge is
shown in figure 39 for the N. A. C. A. 0018 airfoil. IN
contrast to the Prandtl relation, the variation in this
case appears to be with the inverse first power of ~,

Pro f~/e - dreg coeffic%n~ c+ ‘-

FIGURE37.-Dluetratlon of perabolk relation between wake width and prmlle drag.

Dirdmw- IZhind trailing edg% & 1.6 chord lengths. (Data kom rwlrenm 13.)

:ather flimi with the inverse ~ power. The discrepancy

s doubtless associated ~~itllthe high values of q near

he trailjng edge, for in PrandtI’s discussion it was m-

nuned that v is small. The inverse fist power will bo
xmtatiwJy retained, although it is recognized thut an

lbvious inconsistency ~sists for large values of &
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Applying the proportionality oonsttmts derived from

the data leads to the equations

2.42 CQ*

‘= E+O.3
(3)

(=0.68 C.:(HO.15)* (4)

Curves representing these equaticm me pIotted in
tlgures 40 and 41. Combining (3) and (4) Ieads to the
equation

f/~=0.28(&+0.15)* (:+0.3)

F
- .7

I

t
~ &6

.? g
.

~ ;“5

8~ .@
o u
$$

~3\ 4.

:?

$ :.2
U$

.$$,

R
~

o 2 .3
Pro f;;e-drag coeffi;h~ o%

FIGUP.Z3S.-Iflustratfon of p’abolfc relation between nra.ximwn dynembpreasure

10ss in wake and prof3kdrag ow&fent. RMenca hahfnd tralllrrg edge, & 1.5

chord Iar@h.% (Data frOmreferancs 13.)

chin’ lengths

FIGU8JI39.-D.lustrat!on of fmeraa relatton lw tw een dymdc-w s9um 10SSend dfe

tmce Mhind the hailing edge fm the N. A. O. A. 0318afrfoif.
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The ratio of the wake width to the
namic pressure at the wake center is
independent of the value of c%.

199

deficiency of dy-
thus shown to be

,
0 I 2 3 4
Distonce behid traili~edge,~,

chord fengfhs

FIGU8EW.—Var&tJon of maxhmun dynarrbprezarcalrm fn the wake wfth dht-enca

behind the trnlltng edga

,

I I
o
OisfQnc~ behid2troili~3edge, (?

chord iengfhs

FmurtE M.—Variation of wake width wfth distance hehlud the hfdflng edga

@o.613c&-t&15)*
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A complete description of the wake requires, in ad-
dition to ~ and ~, the variation of the reIative loss in

dynamic pres9ure q’ with the distance t’ from the
wake center line. The nondimensional wake profik.s
measured on the three symmetrical airfoils at difTerent

distances behind the trailing edge are shown in figure
42. Although the profiles vary somewhat, in the
range of distances corresponding to the usual tail loca-

/.0

;’ .5

0
m .5 :5 ““” /.0

t%

FIGURE 42.-Variation of dynarobmsdsure km across tbe wake.

;-[ ‘ -(F)’”m]’

tion the pro61e shape may be closely approximated by
either of the following empirical equations:

Equation (2) can be rewritten as

J
{

CQO= _r ~’dl’

Substitution of values of # from equation (5) and
integration of the area under the wake profile provide
the interesting result that

G&Ti- (6)

An expression for Cd.in terms of q and f may ako be

obtained from equations (3) and (4):

(7)

Values of Ka from equation (7) are plotted against
&in @re 43. The -due of K, is unity at two chord
lengths behind the airfoil; accor.dingly, only in this

region are equations (6) and (7) in good agreement.
The differences at the Qther dues of g are attributed to
the changing shape of the wake profiles with distance
behind the airfoil and to the relative inaccuracy of
equation (2) at small distances behind the wing.

Wake of stalled airfoils,-Although the empirical

equations (3) and (4) for the wake dimensions were

developed from results obtriined at Me below tho stall,
they apply with rewxmable accuracy above the stall
provided that the prone-drag coefficient of the stalled

wing ~he.aclof t% particular region is known.
The rapid variation of c~Owith CLatthe stall and the

inexact know~edge of the” profde-drag coefficients of

stalled or partly stalled sections usually make an exact
calculation difficult. ‘When these data me a-railttble,
satisfactory agreement is obtained, as shown by Ihc
com&%son of tl~eexperimental and the predicted woke

dimensions for the case of the strolledU. S. A, 45 fiirfoil
in figure 33.

Interesting comparisons of the wake of the U. ‘S. A
45 nirfoil at lift coefficients slightly above and below the

stall can be obtained from a study of figures 44 to 47. ”
The wake contours are marked in fractions of the frec-
stream dynamic pressure (1-#) and remdts aro given

for surveys in planes at three longitudinal distances
behind the airfoil and in the plane of symmetw of the
fiirfoil.

It may be noted for the surveys at .a longitudinal
distance of 1.18 chord lengths (tlgs. 44 (b) and 45 (b))
behind the trailing edgo of the wing, which most nenrly

O.&tmce behind ~roilthq@e, !-,chordIengih;

FIGUFUS43.-Relatlon betwom pmfllo-drag mefflclcnt and tho product of wake ball

width by maximum dynam[~pressuro loss,

corresponds to the usual tail location, that the dynamic
pressure in the plane of symmetry of the wiug and at

the wake center line changes from 0.8 q, for the unstalkd

condition to .0.5 go at several degrees-above the shall,

The value of q is therefore increased from 0.2 to 0.5.
The .wrresponding profile-drag coefficients for the un-

stalled and the stalled conditions are 0.018 find 0.130,
respectively (reference 1).

Since q K C%*,it may be expected that

-- qatolled

“ qunstalled

gnd ~~z~ should be equal,
o

A fairly satisfactory agreement is found; thus, upon
substitution of the numerical values, the first ratio gives
2.5 and the second gives 2.7.
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Calculation of the wake effeot on downwash angle,—

From the equation q’= ~ cos~ and the definition of q’,

‘P——
“=1 v:

it follows that the velocity V at a point (~, ~) in the

wake is given by

E=-

The flow (in two dimensions) passing between a point

(&O) on $e wake center and the point distant f’ above
it ($, f’), 1s

in which ~ and f’ are functions of c%and $ The stream

function # can be evahated from tables of elliptic
integrals; for a particular pair of V~UU of C%~d & it

is a function of ~’. After this function has been com-

puted for different values of & streamlines may be
drawn, for they are loci of points for whioh the values

of * are constant. The inclination of the streamline

passing through any point is the wake effect on the
downwash angle at that point.
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The calculation, as here described, applies for poinh
lying within the wake (~’/.f S 1). The effect diminishes
with distance from the edge of the wrtke. Inasmuch

as the tail plane is not usually very far from the wake;
the efT.ectat the tail may ba considered equal to that
at the wake edge near it. Figure 48 shows the results
of the calculations for c~O=O.l and 0.2, for g= 1.5,

which corresponds approximately to the usual longi-
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m) Ve.rletfon with dktanm above make center he.

Raurm 4S.-Effcct of weke on downwash at 1.6 ohord Ienglhs behind the tre,lhg

edge.

tudinal location of the tail plane. At much higher
drag coefficients, the effect becomes so large that it is
not possible to predict, with any accuracy, the down-
wash in the wake behind completely sttied airfoils.
An example may be seen in the surveys behind the

stalled low-wing monoplane with flaps down (fig,
:22(a)); the profde-drag coefficient of the stalled section

is about 0.5, and the maximum effect on the downwash
angle is about 15°. .

APPLICATIONTO AN AIRPLANE

In order to show the application of the method, it
will be applied to the case of the typicaI midwing-mono-
Tlane model, for which experimental data me available
:for comparison. -.

The calculations are based on the theoretical span
load distributions of figure 49. For convenience, the

curve for the plain wing is shown for CLW=1.00 and that

for the flap is for. CA1=0,64. . Figure 50 indicates the

progre~ of the calculation for the case of flaps up, at

CL= 1.1. The downmash-anglecontours are shown first

undisplaced and then displaced in the manner pre-
viously discussed, so that the center line passes through

●

the t.rafig edge and follolvs the doynfiow. For. pur-

poses. of comparison with pitching-moment results, R
correction factor of 0.95 should be applied in order to

obtain the average value along the spt-mof the tttil.
Incidentally, it may be noted that this center line and

the wake center line which coincides with it fall below

.2 -

—

! ;, -
h> \ “cb-M70
M*

c1
~e

\

— _

.“q .f .4 .6 .8 Lo
Distance fm center fine,semiapun

FIGGBE49.—tintrfbutIons of plain wfng and of flap to the epan road distribution kr

the mldwlng.monoplane rnodcl,

the t~ and tha,tthe wake as cornput~d by equation (4)

does not flow over the taiI.
Steps in the calculation for a case of the tiirplanowith

flaps down appear in figure 51. The ~displaced down-

wash-angle contours corresponding to the pltiin wing

(C~W~0.96) are shown m well m the contribution of the

L@Undf9plaoed pattwn.

(b) PattNh dbipbiced w that center lhre _ through the trelIIng edge and follows

the downflow.

FIGUBX&Theoretlcd downvasikrmgle txmtorrm and wake loadton for the m[d-

wfng-monopkme model. FlrAPSuw CL, 1.1,

flap (CL,= 0.6.4). Addition of these two contour maps

leads to the contours shown in figure 51 (c).. When the ,

center line is so displaced that it passes througl] the

wake origin, which in this case is just below the middle

of the “fiapopening (see fig. 35), and follows tho down-
Elow,the contours of figure 51 (d) are obtained. The

edge of the wake, as found by equation (4), again fulls
below the tail.
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Cenfer Ii* of vorfex sbeef & w- ---’

(e) Contribution of plah wing.

(b) Oontributfon of dep.

(C) Tofd ealu domnwaeh, (a)~(b), UlldfSph@t
(d) Pattern displaced so that center Me ~sctbrvo.gh the wake orlgfn md bllrmis

the downllow.

FIGUEE51.-Theoretkal downwrsh-aogle omt.oum and wake lomtIon for the mid.
wfng-monople.ne modal. Flaps doww CL., 0.9& C+ 0.64

The downwaah angles so obtained should, for pur-
poses of comparison with pitching-moment measure-
ments, be corrected by a factor of 0.9 in order to get the

average value along the span of the tail and by an
increment of 0.5°, which is the estimated effect of the

wake.
Experimental values of the downwash angles were

obtained by comparing tdoff pitching moments with
tail-on pitching moments obtained at diflerant stabilizer

settings. The stabilizer settings corrwponding to zero
load on the tail are found by interpohttion or extra-
polation. From these values, the corresponding angks

of attack of the airplane, and the jet-boundary cor-
rections (reference 4), the downwash angles are de-
rived. The agreement between theory and experiment
is shown in figure 52 to be satisfactory, except
at the higher angles of attack, where the tips are
stfdled.

This case may be considered a particularly favorable
one, for the model was well streamlined and had a
relatively small fuselage. It is likely, however, that,
as in the present example, interference will be smrdl in
modern carefully streamlined airplanes.
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FIOCBE 52.-Compar&m of eabubted and esperfmentd downwash at the tdf of

themfdwIng-monoplane model.

CONCLUSIONS

1.The Biot-Savart equation, the theoretical span
load distribution, and the lifting-line concept provide
a sufficient basis for computation of the down-wash
angle behind airfoils with and without flaps.

2. Tbe concentration of the trailing vort~x sheet into
a single pair of trailing vortices may be neglected for
purposes of downwash computations.

3. The potential flow about an airfoil section is
closely approximated by that about a vortex at its

lifting line, for distances greater than one chord from
the airfoil trailing edge.

4. The vertical displacement of the trailing vortex
sheet due to the downilow must be taken into account

in the calculations.

5. The loss in dynamic pressure at the wake center

is directly proportional to the square root of the
profledrag coefficient and inversely proportional to
the distance behind the airfoil trailing edge.

6. The wake width is directIy proportional to the
square root of the product of the profl~dmg coefficient

and the distance behind the airfoil.

7. The wake profile may be accurately given by an

emptilcal expression involving as parameters only the
wake width and the loss in dynamic pressure at the

wake center.

.
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8. The wake pararnetem me relatively independent
of the airfoil lift, and the relations for the unstalled
airfoil apply with almost equal accuracy above the
stall.

LANGLEY MEMORM AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMBIITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANQLEY “FIELD, VA., Jiui71e %?, IWI
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